Electrokinetics with blood.
Microfluidics based lab-on-a-chip technology holds tremendous promises towards point-of-care diagnosis of diseases as well as for developing engineered devices aimed towards replicating the intrinsic functionalities of human bodies as mediated by blood vessel mimicking circulatory networks. While the analysis of transport of blood including its unique cellular constituents has remained to be the focus of many reported studies, a progressive interest on understanding the interplay between electric field and blood flow dynamics has paved a new way towards further developments from scientific engineering as well as clinical viewpoint. Here, we briefly outline the interconnection between electrokinetics and blood flow through micro-capillaries, in an effort to address several challenging propositions in a wide variety of applications encompassing biophysical transport to medical diagnostics. We first present the fundamentals of interaction of electric field with cellular components. In conjunction with the unique rheological features of blood, we show that this interaction may turn out to be compelling for the use of electric fields for transporting blood samples through microfluidic conduits. We discuss the perspectives of both direct current and alternating current electrokinetics in the context of blood flow. In addition, we provide a brief outline of the concerned theoretical developments. We also bring out the relevant biophysical perspectives and focus on applications such as blood plasma separation and separation of circulatory tumor cells. Finally, we attempt to provide a futuristic outlook and envisage the potential of combining electrokinetics with blood microcirculation towards developing futuristic biomimetic microdevices that can replicate a novel control mechanism over micro-circulatory transport in the entire connective network of human bodies. This may effectively pave the way towards the realization of a next-generation medical simulation device, significantly advanced from what is available under the ambit of the state of art technology in the field.